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Abstract 

One of the topics in computer grapbics is rendering of two-dimensional curves. Ren
dering is the generation of a discrete (~2 ) projection of a graphical primitive. Fast 
rendering is essential for graphical workstations, laserprinters, and in animation. 
A relatively new approach to generate discrete curves uses discrete input curves and 
integer arithmetic. This bas several advantages over fioating point arithmetic: integer 
arithmetic is fast, cheap, and easy to implement in hardware, and the correctness of 
the algorithms is easier to prove. 
We consider only connected curves in this report. The input curves are represented 
using chain coding. In [Wet91], two operators on chains, 'consecutive weaving' and 
'simultaneous weaving' are defined. These operators act on and produce chains. The 
input ebains are often as simple as Bresenham lines. 
These operators are quite fiexible, because the construction of a new chain is con
trolled by a number of so-called distribution fundions (one per input chain). By 
choosing the appropriate distribution functions, these operators produce circles, el
lipses, or other curves. 
In this report, we give the definition of 'mweave', which is a (minor) generalization of 
'consecutive weaving', and which includes 'simultaneous weaving' as a special case. 
We describe the implementation of a computer grapbics algorithm for 'mweave' on a 
transputer network. This is clone in a sequence of steps. The algorithm in its pure 
form is implemented on a transputer network, which is configured as a binary tree. 
This results in very poor overall behaviour, because the transputer at the root of 
the tree is the bottleneck for the whole system. A load-balanced implementation is 
considered using virtuallinks, but the communication overhead is rather large. From 
this load-balanced set of programs, we derive a simple and fast systolic array, with 
the following properties (let N be the number of control curves): 

• latency O(N ). (The latency is the delay time between a specific input and its 
corresponding output). 

• number of cells is 0(2 log(N)) 
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N otation and reference page 

Sets 

IN : the set of non-negative integers 
~ : the set of integers 
IR : the set of reals 
0 : the empty set 
fora, b E IR: 

[a .. b] = {i E ~ I a ~ i ~ b} 
[a .. b) = {iE ~I a~ i< b} 
( a .. b] = {i E ~ I a < i ~ b} 
(a .. b)={iE~Ia<i<b} 
[a,b] ={rE IR I a~ r ~ b} 
[a, b) = { r E IR I a ~ r < b} 
(a,b] ={rE IR I a< r ~ b} 
(a, b) = {rE IR I a< r < b} 

Arithmetic 

x E IR : I x I : absolute value 
l x J : floor function 
r x l : ceiling function 
[x 1 : rounding ( defined by [x 1 := r x - ~ l ) 

Quantifications 

for P(i) a predicate, R(i) a boolean expression, and f(i) E IR a numerical expression : 
( # i : P( i) : R( i)) : counting 
(Min i : P(i) : f(i)): minimum 
(Max i : P(i) : f(i)): maximum 
CL: i : P(i) : f(i)) : summation 
(V i : P(i) : f(i)) : universal quantifier 
(:3 i : P( i) : f( i)) : existential quantifier 
(:3! i : P(i) : f(i)) : unique existential quantifier 

fora set P : 
max(P): (Max i : iE P : i) 

1\ : logical and 
V : logical or 
EB : logical exclusive or 
-, : logical negation 

4 



Veetors 

Functions 

Vn : set of all distribution functions with domain [O .. n] 
'Pn : set of all primitive functions with domain [-,...l..n] 
f E Vn : a distribution function, [O .. n] ......-+ IN 
F E 'Pn : a primitive function, i.e., a continuous monotonically increasing 

function [-1,n] ......-+ [-1,+oo), for which 
(V i: iE [O .. n]: F(i) E IN) 1\ F(-1) = -1 

C0 (x) : special primitive function, for iE [0 .. + oo), a:< 1, defined by 

Co(i) := f~~il - 1 
D0 (x) :special primitivefunction, for iE [0 .. + oo), 0 <a:, defined by 

Do(i):=l~J 
FoG(x): F(G(x)) 

Chains 

Cs= {0 .. 8} 
c 
é 

ê 
ei or c(i) 

Ci 

(02384] 
c®d 
(®t: tE [O .. n): Ct) 

#c(c,i,j) 

I c I 
v(c) 

v-l(p) 
ie= (ê, P, I ê I, P(ê)) 
ic.ê 

: set of codes 
: chain (fini te sequence of codes) 
: empty chain 
: 8-less chain 
: the (i + 1 )th code0 of chain c 
: the (i + 1) th chain in a sequence of chains 
: example of a chain, for which c 1 = 2 
: concatenation of chain c and chain d 
: Co®···® Cn-1 

: ( ® t : t E [O .. n) : c) 
: the number of occurrences of the code c in 

the chain ( ® t : t E (i .. j) : (ct]) 
: length of chain c, the number of codes in c 
: basic vector of code c, defined by 

forcE (0 .. 7]: v(c) =([cos c;J,[sin c;]), 
v(8) = (0, 0) 

: code of basic vector p, defined if -1 :S Px :S 1, -1 :S Py :S 1. 
: indexed-chain 
: first element of quadruple of ie 

0In text, we write (x + 1 )th to indicate that x counts, depending on the context, the number of 
preceding chains, codes, or previous communications. 
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ic.P 
I ie I 

11 ie 11 

'!'race theory 

: second element of quadruplè of ie 
: length of indexed-chain, equal to 

third element of quadruple of ie 
: length of corresponding chain c, equal to fourth 

element of quadrupJe of ie 

n : set of symbols 
t E n· trace, sequence of symbols 
T c n· trace set 
l(t) length of a trace t 
st concatenation of traces 8 and t 
s ~ t : s is prefix of t. 
trA : the projection of a trace t on an alphabet A 
T =< A, X > : trace structure, for which gT = A, and iT =X C A* 
T w U : weave of two processes Tand U 

miscellaneous 

iff : if and only if 
x(n) = O(p(n)): (:3 k: k E IN: (V i: iE IN: x(i) ~ k·p(i))) 
E 1: : expression E with all occurrences of 8 replaced by t 
NOT, AND, XOR: bitwise boolean operators 
bit( i, n) : (i+ l)th bit of n (bit(O, n) is the least significant bit of n) 

6 



Chapter 0 

[ntroduction 

The concept of chain coding is relatively old [Fre61], [Fre74]. lts main use was efficient 
picture storage and image processing. In contrast, we want to generate images in 
Computer Graphics. Bresenham [Bre65] presented an algorithm to draw lines on a 
computer plotter. The result of his algorithm is in fact a chain: the plotter can move 
in 8 directions, 1 step at a time. Every movement is coded. This way every discrete 
connected curve in 7L2 can bedescribed as a curve. 
[Wet91] introduces w-curves, defined as a function of two chains, and extensions 
to more than two input chains. Also in [Wet91], distribution fundions (used in 
the definition of w-curve) and continuous curves (the limit of the discrete curve for 
increasing resolution) are considered. In this report we assume that the user ofthe 
algorithms chooses a suitable distribution function. Distribution fundions for circles, 
ellipses, and 2nd and 3rd order Bézier curves are derived in [Wet91). 
This report starts in chapter 1 with an introduetion in chain coding, and introduces 
several operators acting on chains. Several properties of these operators are stated. 
In chapter 3, a variant of these chains is introduced to eliminate its main disadvan
tages, which are the length and hence, the required storage. New operators acting 
on these so-called indexed-chains are to be defined in chapter 4. Chapter 5 intro
duces the transputer network and the language used in the implementation. To prove 
correctness of the algorithms in later chapters, we use trace theory. Chapter 5 con
tains an informal introduetion to trace theory. Chapter 6 is devoted to the first 
implementation, which is improved in chapter 7. In chapter 8, the results of these 
implementations are presented, and chapter 9 deals with some concluding remarks 
and suggestions for future research. 

7 



Chapter 1 

Basic definitions 

In this chapter we introduce chains, and in the next chapter the operators acting on 
them. These two chapters arebasedon [Wet91]. Insection 1.0, the concept of a chain 
is introduced. It is a general way to descri he two-dimensional discrete curves. Section 
1.1 defines a fundion bresh to produce chains whose discrete curve is a Bresenham 
line. 

1.0 Chains 

In this section we define chains. First we explain informally the notion of a chain 
in the two-dimensional discrete grid .7L2

• A formal treatment is found in [Wet91]; 
a number of definitions and properties of chains are summarized in this report. We 
consider all 8 points q in .7L2 with 

to he p's neighbour. A discrete curve D is a fini te connected subset of points P C 7L2
• 

This discrete curveDis described by a path 1r, which is a finite sequence of points Pi, 
such that two consecutive points Pi and Pi+I are neighbours and every point Pi E P 
of the discrete curve occurs at least once in ( the path) 1r. Thus, any discrete curve 
can he defined by giving all points of a path 1r. Instead of storing the coordinates of 
all points, it suffices to give the first point and a code for the displacement between 
every two consecutive points of this path. 
Since a point has 8 neighbours, we can code using the numbers 0 .. 7. In addition, 
the code 8 is used to define a displacement vector (0,0), i.e. the 8-code indicates no 
displacement at all. In figure 1.0 this method of coding is illustrated. 

Definition 0 Cs 

Cs:= {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8} 

8 



Figure 1.0: Coding of neighbours. 

The elements of Cs are called codes. An element i of Cs is called an i-code. 

• 
A chain, as defined below, contains all information of a discrete curve except for 
the position of the starting point. The 8 in '8-chain' states that every point has 8 
neighbours (in contrast to 4 neighbours per point: 4-chains), and we write 'chain' 
instead. The 8 in '8-less chain' refers to the Jack of 8-codes in a chain. 

Definition 1 Chain 
An (8- )chain is a finite sequence of elements from Cs. 

• 
Definition 2 8-less chain 
An 8-less chain is a fini te sequence of elements from Cs\ {8}. 

• 
The basic vector of a code is the displacement to the intended neighbour. 

Definition 3 Basic veetors 
The displacement vectors, denoted Vi or v(i), of the codes i E Cs are defined by 

V3 := (-1, 1) v2 := (0, 1) Vt := (1,1) 
v4:=(-1,0) Vs := (0, 0) Vo := (1, 0) 
Vs := ( -1, -1) v6 := (0, -1) V7 := (1, -1) 

The function v-1 : {V i I i E [0 .. 8]} => [0 .. 8] is defined by 

9 



V "1 (-1,1) =3 V "1 (0, 1) =2 V "1 (1, 1) =1 
v-1(-1,0) =4 v-1 (0, 0) =8 v-1(1,0) =0 
v-1 ( -1, -1) =5 v-1 (0, -1) =6 v-1(1, -1) =7 

• 
Definition 4 Length of a chain 
The lengthof a chain c, denoted as I c I, is the number of codes in the sequence of c . 

• 
We use an analogue notation as in [Wet91] for chains: 

• c, d, .. , for chains, 

• square brackets to convert a sequence of codes to a chain, 

• é = [] for the empty chain, 

• ê, a, .. , for 8-less chains, 

• Ci or c( i) for the (i + 1) tb code of chain c, and 

• ei for the (i + 1) th chain in a sequence of chains. 

Sometimes we abbreviate chains, e.g., we write [(01)3834
] as a shorthand for the chain 

[01010183333]. In figure 1.1 we illustrate the use of a chain. 
When we implement algorithms for chains, it is useful to have a special end-of-chain 
marker eoc. This marker is therefore added to C8 , but it is not counted in the 
definition of the length of a chain. 

Definition 5 Concatenation of ebains 
The concatenation of two ebains c and d, denoted by c ® d, is defined by 

{ 

Ci 
(c®d)i:= d 

i-lel 

Further, 

i E [0. ~ I c I) 
i E [I c I .. I c I + I d I) 

(®i: iE [O .. n): q) =co®··· ®cn-1, 

cn=(®i: iE[O .. n): c). 

10 
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Figure 1.1: TUE-logo. Pixels are drawn as small points. The picture exists of cir
cle segments created with Bresenham's circle algorithm [Bre77], and horizontal and 
verticallines. The total chain is the following, where 1r(c) is an abbreviation fora 
permutation of c according to the circle algorithm: 
[016624086124865208182647r(22130056740632)458280507r(221335 4 505236)410680166517!"( 6277 010 
1722 )251 016680416667!" (72040 134214 )087r( 617539 4 4332 )2207r( 564 20314210)586164157!" ( 423722 )259 
4821208224]. 

Definition 6 #c( c, i, j) 
For all chains c, for all codes c and for all i,j E [0 .. I c I] with i :::; j wedefine 

#c(c,i,j) := (# k: k E [i .. j): Ck = c). 

In the next section we need to round reals to integers. 

Pefinition 7 Round 
For all x E IR we define, 

(a) lxJ:=(Maxi:iE~:i:Sx), 

(b) f x l := (Min i : i E ~ : i 2:: x), 

1 
(c) [x}:= fx- 2l· 

N ote that we round 1 ~ downwards. 

11 
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Property 8 Round 

(a) 0 ~x~ lxJ < 1 

(b) - 1 < x - r x 1 ~ o 
1 1 

(c) - 2 <x-[x}~?. 
(cl) (b>0AxEiZ)=>(rx+5J > rxl) 

(e) (b>OAxE-'Z)=>(lx-bJ < lxJ) 

1.1 Bresenham's line algorithm 

• 

Eresenham's line algorithm (Ere65] is used to render a straight line. A line on a grid 
JZ2 is approximated according to the following definition. 

Definition 9 Eresenham line 
For two points p, (p + q) E .IZ2

, for which q lies in the first or eighth octant, ( -qx ~ 
qy ~ qx holds), the Eresenham line bresh(p, p + q) consistsof the following subset of 
tz2: 

x 
bresh(p, p + q) := {(px +x, py + y) I x E (O .. qx] A y = [-·qy}} 

qx 

There are similar expressions for the other odants. • 
In (Wet91], the algorithm to compute a Eresenham chain is given. We use it in 
chapter 3, but give another definition of the fundion bresh which we want to use in 
some of our proofs. 

Function 10 Eresenham chain 
For a, b E IN, the fundion bresh is defined by 

(®i: iE [O .. a): [([!(i+ 1)}- f!iJ)]) if 0 ~ b ~a 

bresh(a, -b) I~ 

bresh(a, b) = bresh(b, -a) IÎ:~:~ 

bresh( -a, b) 1~:~:~ 

bresh( -b, a) I i:~:~ 

if -a<b<O 

if - b ~a< b 

if a~ b <-a 

if b <a~ -b 

• 
Eresenham chains produced with breshare used as input for the fundions addB and 
weave and are used in the definition of weave. 

12 



a=8 

Figure 1.2: Example of a Bresenham chain, bresh(S, 3) = [01001010]. 
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Chapter 2 

Operators acting on chains 

In this chapter we treat a number of operators acting on chains. Distribution func
tions and primitive functions, along with some of their properties are introduced in 
section 2.0. These functions are heavily used in this report. The operator add8, to 
be introduced in section 2.1, adds 8-codes to a given chain. A primitive function 
determines where and how many 8-codes are added by add8. In section 2.2, wedefine 
two operators called weave and w-chain. They generatea chain by weaving two input 
chains. The next section, 2.3, handles consecutive weaving, which extends weaving to 
an arbitrary number of input chains. The last section, 2.4, is devoted to smoothing 
of chains. 

2.0 Distribution and primitive functions 

We make use of a so-called distri bution function in the definition of add8 ( definition 
17 in section 2.1 ). In this section we define such a distri bution function. It is related 
to a primitive function which is also defined in this section. We introduce two special 
primitive functions, Ca and Da, and we describe two commonly used distribution 
functions f and g. Some properties, needed in the sequel, are listed. 

Definition 11 Distribution function 
For all n E IN, the elements of the set of functions 

'Dn := {! I f : ([O .. n]-+ IN)} 

are called distribution functions. 

• 
Definition 12 Primitive function 

14 



1 f(i) F(i) 
-1 -1 
0 1 1 
1 3 5 
2 2 8 
3 5 14 
4 0 15 

Figure 2.0: Example of a distribution function f and its primitive function F. 

A monotonically increasing and continuous function F [ -1, n] ~ IR is called a 
primitive function of a distribution function f E 'Dn iff 

F(-1) = -11\ (V j: jE [O .. n]: F(j) = F(j -1) + J(j) + 1). 

Thesetof all primitive functions with domain [-1, n] is called Pn. 

• 
Figure 2.0 illustrates an example of a distribution function f E 'D4 along with its 
primitive function F E P4 • The distribution function f and the primitive function F 
are determined by their points, i.e., (in this example) 

f = (1, 3, 2, 5, 0), F = ( -1, 1, 5, 8, 14, 15). 

An important property for computing a primitive function is the following one. 

Property 13 Computing a primitive function 
For n E IN, iE [-l..n], and any distribution function f E 'Dn, its primitive function 
is equal to 

t 

F(i) =i+ "L,J(j). 
j = O 

• 
2.0.0 Some commonly used distribution functions 

Two commonly used distribution functions in 'Dn, as we will see in the sections 2.1 
and 2.2, are the identity function f and its symmetrical equivalent g: 

{ 
f(i) =i 
g(i) = n - i. 

15 



Their primitive functions F and G are 

F(i) =i+ tf(j) =i+ tj = i( i+ 3) 
i=O i=O 2 

and 

G(i) =i+ t g(j) =i+ t(n- j) = n(i + 1)- i( i; 1). 
i=O i=O 

lf the value of n is not clear from the context, we add it as a subscript: Fn(i), and 
Gn(i). 

2.0.1 The functions Ca and Da 

In the following definition we introduce two special functions. These functions are 
defined by a number of points. The function is interpolated in between these points, to 
fulfil the requirements of a primitive function. The definition of Ca( -1) and Da( -1) 
is not very proper and never used, but makes both functions a primitive function (if 
we neglect the fact that the domain has no up per limit). 
The idea underlying these functions is to stretch two chains of length a and b, to 
two chains of length a + b, such that the codes of these chains are not projected on 
the same position, as we prove in property 15(b ). This is why these functions are 
approximately as below 

C ( .) ,...., (a + b) . . 
a Z "" z, 

a 

D ( ') ,...., (a + b) .. 
al"" b Z. 

We abbreviate 

b 
a:=--. 

a+b 

Figure 2.1 illustrates these two special primitive functions. 

Definition 14 Functions Ca and Da 
We define two functions 
Ca : IR- IR for 0 :5 a< 1, and 
Da :IR- IR for 0 <a :5 1 by 

if i E [0 .. + oo) : 

16 



1 Co(i) D0 (i) 
-1 -1 -1 
0 0 1 
1 2 4 
2 3 7 
3 5 10 
4 6 13 
5 8 16 
6 9 19 
7 11 22 

Figure 2.1: Example of the special primitive functions Ca and Da for a= 1/3. 

i+l 
a< 1 : Ca(i) := f--2 1 - 1 

1-a 
. . 1 z+-

0 < 0': Da(i) := l-2 J 

Ca( -1) := -1, 

Da(-1) := -1, 

if x E [-1,+oo)\~: 

0' 

Ca(x) := Ca(lxJ) +(x -lxJ)(Ca(fxl)- Ca(lxJ)), 

Da(x) := Da(lxJ) +(x- lxJ)(Da(fxl)- Da(lxJ)), 

and for 

a= 1,x E [O,+oo): Ca(x) := +oo,Ca(-1) := -1 

a= O,x E [O,+oo): Da(x) := +oo,Da(-1) := -1. 

These functions are an extension of the notation M.i and N.i in [Wet91]: 

Ca(i) = (M.i)- 1, for iE [0 .. + oo), 

Da(i) = (N.i)- 1, for iE [0 .. + oo). 

For these functions Ca and Do the following properties hold: 

17 
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Property 15 Co, Do 

(a) Co and Do are monotonically increasing functions 

( c) for 0 < a < 1 : 

(Vj : j E 7L : 

(3! i: iE [O .. +oo): Co(i) =j)EB(3! i: iE [O .. +oo): Do(i) =j)) 

Proof (a) 
Use definition 14 and 

1 1 
-- 2:: 1, resp. - 2:: 1 
1-a a 

• 
Proof (b) 

Co(ji) = Do(j2) 

=?{Let r := Co(ii), use definition 14 and property 8} 

. 1 a+ b 
r < (JI + '2) -a- ~ r + 1 1\ 

. 1 a+ b 
r ~ (J2 + 2 )-b- ~ r + 1 

=? {calculus} 

. a 1 a() 1. 
)I > --r - - 1\ -- r + 1 - - > )I 

a+b 2 a+b 2-

. b 1 b() 1. 
)2 > --r - - 1\ -- r + 1 - - > )2 

-a+b 2 a+b 2 

=? { summing these relations} 

it + J2 > r- 1 > JI + )2- 1, 

which is a contradiction since j 11 )2,r E IN. 

• 
18 



Proof (c) 
Consicier the two sequences 

Ci =i- [ai} 

and 

di= [ai}. 

It suffices to prove that 

and 

di+l =di+ 1 ::} Da(di) =i. 

=<; 
=di+ 1 . 

This proves that for every i there exists either a Ca(ci) or a Da(di) equal to i, and 
using the fact that both functions are monotonically increasing, and property (b ), 
this one is unique. 
We derive: 

Ci+l = Cj + 1 

::} { defini ti on of ei} 

(i+ 1)- [a(i + 1)} =i- [ai}+ 1 

::} {property 8 and calculus} 

a( i + 1) ~ [a( i + 1 )] + ~ = [ai} + ~ 

::} {calculus} 

and also using property 8: 

[ "} 1 . at --<at 
2 
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=? {calculus; property 8 ( d)} 

c Q ( Ci) = r i - [ai 1 + ~ l - 1 > r 1 - ai l - 1 = i - 1 ' 
1-a 1-a 

resulting in 

Ci+l = Ci + 1 

In the same manner, we find for di 

Property 16 Threshold 
Let a be defined by a := a!b, 
then 

(a) iE [O .. a) =?Ca( i) <a+ b 

(b) iE [a .. + oo) =? Ca(i) ~a+ b 

(c) iE [O .. b) =? Da(i) <a+ b 

( d) i E [b .. + 00) =? Da( i) ~ a + b 

Pro of 

(a) i < a : 

Ca( i)= l(i +~)(a+ b)l - 1 :S l(a- ~)(a+ b)l - 1 :S fa+ bl - 1 <a+ b, 
a a 

(b) i~ a: 

• 

Ca(i)= l(i+~)(a+b)l-1 ~ l(a+~)(a+b)l-1 ~ fa+b+-
2
1 +~l-1 ~a+b, 

a a a 

(c) and (d): similar 

• 
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2.1 The operator add8 

The function add8 adds 8-codes to a given chain according to a distribution function 

f. 

Function 17 add8 
The function add8 is defined for any chain c and any distribution function f E 'Dicl 
by 

add8(c,J) := (0 i : iE [0 .. 1 c I) : [8]/(i) 0 [ei]) 

• 
To shorten some of the proofs in this report, we define a function add8p acting on a 
primitive function rather than on a distribution function. 

Function 18 add8p 
The function add8p is defined for any chain c and any primitive function F E Piel by 

add8p( c, F) := ( 0 i : i E [0 .. I c I) : [8]F(i)-F(i-I)-1 0 [ei]) 

0 [8t(lci)-F(Iel-1)-1 . 

• 
Since every distri bution function has a primitive function and vice versa, it can easily 
be seen, using definition 12, that for all chains c the results of both functions add8 
and add8p are equal. 
In figure 2.2, we add 8-codes to the chain [0123] according to the example distri bution 
function in figure 2.0. This figure also illustrates the next property. 

Property 19 add8-index 
Fora chain c, a primitive function FE Piel, and iE [O .. F(I c I)) 

dd8 ( F)( .) = { c(F-1 (i)) if F-1(i) E 7L 
a p c' z 8 if F-1 (i) (/. 7L. 

• 
This property is also useful in conneetion with Bresenham lines. The next property 
states how a Bresenham line is produced using the operator add8. 
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5 

4 
f(i) 

3 • 

• 

2 • 

F(i) 

1 

0 1 2 3 4 
~ 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

1 

---

--

2 3 4 
~ 

8 

8 

8 

8 

add8([0123],f) = 

add8([0123],(1,3,2,5,0)) = 
add8p([0123], F) = 

add8p([0123], ( -1, 1, 5, 8, 14, 15)) = 

[ 808881882888883] 

) f(i) 

F(1) 

} /(0) } F(O) 

Figure 2.2: Example of add8 and add8p. The primitive function is assumed to be 
linearly interpolated between the points defined in figure 2.0. 
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Property 20 Eresenham line as aresult of the operator add8 
For a ~ 0, b ~ 0, (a + b) > 0, a = a!b, 

(a) for á > 0: add8p([O]a, Ca) I~= bresh(a + b, b) 

(b) for b > 0: add8p([l]b, Da) I~= bresh(a + b, b) 

Pro of 
We prove part (b) only. Let iE [O .. a + b), 

(bresh(a + b, b)i = 0 

::;. { property 10} 

[_!!_bij= [_!!_b(i + 1)} 
a+ a+ 

::;.{definitiori 14, property 8 (e)} 

Da([-b-i}- 1) = l([-b-i}- ~)a+ bJ < l-b-ia + bJ =i 1\ 
a+b a+b 2 b a+b b 

b . b . 1 a+b b . 1 a+b 
Da([a+b(z)})= l([a+bz}+2)-b-J = l([a+b(z+ 1)}+2)-b-J ~ 

l b (. )a+ bJ . 
a + b z + 1 -b- = z + 1 

::;.{Da(x) is monotonically increasing} 

::;.{property 19} 

and 

(bresh(a + b, b)i = 1 

::;.{property 10} 

[-b-ij= [-b-(i + 1)}- 1 
a+b a+b 

::;.{definition 14, property 8 (e)} 
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i= l(-b-i-~+!)a+bJ = l([-b-i}+!)a+bJ = 
a+b 2 2 b a+b 2 b 

Da([_.!!__bi})= l([_.!!__b(i+l)}-l+~)a+b bJ < l_.!!__b(i+l)a+b bJ =i+l 
a+ a+ 2 a+ 

~{Da(x) E :tZ if x E Z} 

D~1 (i) = {_!!__bij E :tZ 
a+ 

~{property 19} 

(add8p([l]b,Da) lg)i = 1 

• 
The following property expresses the number of 0-codes or I-codes in Bresenham 
chains. 

Property 21 Number of 0-codes or I-codes in a Bresenham chain 
Fora?: O,b?: O,(a + b) > O,a = a~b' b = bresh(a + b,b), 

(a) for 0 :Si< a: #o(b,O,Ca(i)) =i, 

(b) for 0 :Si< b: #I(b,O,Da(i)) =i . 

Pro of 
We prove part (a). 

#o(b, 0, Ca (i)) 

={ definition 6} 

(~= j : jE [O .. Ca(i)) : bj = 0) 

={property 20(a)} 

(L j : j E [O .. Ca( i)) : (add8p([o]a, Ca) l~)j = 0) 

={property 19} 

{ 
([O]a) 1 ifC~ 1 (j) E :tZ } (L j : jE [O .. Ca(i)) : 8 ~~ c; (j) if C;;l(j) ~ Z . = 0) 

(L j : jE [O .. Ca(i)) : C~1 (j) E Z) 

={C-;;1 is monotonically increasing, (V' k : k E [O .. i) : Ca(k) E [O .. Ca(i)))} 
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Often, it is useful to increase the lengthof a chain, while maintaining the shape of the 
curve it describes. To achieve this we will use the operator addB, and for a uniform 
distribution of 8-codes we introduce a special operator called lengthen. 

Function 22 Lengthen 
For any chain c and N E IN we define 

lengthen( c, N) := { :ddBp( c, P) 

where 

·- N-lc I 
a.- N ' 

P(i) := Ca(i) for iE [-1.. I c 1), 

P(l c I):= N. 

if N :SI c I 
if N >I c I, 

2.2 Weaving chains; weave and w-chain 

The operator weave generates a chain by weaving two input chains. 

Definition 23 weave 
The operator weave operates on two chains c and d, and is defined by 

d ( . . [O I I I dI) { c#o(b,O,i) i.fbi = 0 }), c w := ® z : z E .. c + : d f b 
#1 (b,O,i) I i = 1 

where b = bresh(l c I + I d I, I d 1). 

• 

• 
Figure 2.3 illustrates the weaving of two short chains. It also shows the following 
property: 

Property 24 Ca, Da, and weave 
For two chains c and d, a = lci~/dl, the following holds: 

(a) for 0::; i <I c 1,0::; a< 1: Ci = (c w d)co(i), 

(b) for 0::; i <I d 1,0 <a::; 1: di= (c w d)oo(i)· 
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bresh(9, 3) 

c: 

c w d: 

d: 

5 

4 

0 

0 

co 
0 

1 

1 

4 
do 

0 0 

2 3 

cl c2 
1 2 

1 0 0 1 

4 5 6 7 8 

C3 c4 Cs 

5 0 1 4 2 eoc I 
dl ' d2 

Figure 2.3: Example of weaving, bresh(9, 3) = [010]3
, c = [012012], d = [454], a = 

1/3, c w d = [041250142]. 
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Pro of 
We proof (a), (b) can he proven similarly. Let b := bresh(l c I + I d I, I d 1). Using 

={property 20(a)} 

(add8p([O]Icl, Ca) lf)ca(i) 

={property 19} 

{ 
([O]Icl)c;;J(ca(i)) if C~1 (Ca(i)) E 7Z . 
81~. if C~ 1 (Ca(i)) f/. 7Z. 

={C~1 (Ca(i)) =iE 7Z,O Si <IC I} 

0, 

we get 

( C W d)ca(i) 

={ definition 23} 

{ 
C#o(b,O,Ca(i)) if bca(i) = 0 
d#1 (b,O,Ca(i)) if bca(i) = 1 

={result above, bca(i) = 0} 

C#o(b,O,Ca(i)) 

={property 21} 

• 
The operator w-chain weaves two chains, to which 8-codes have been added. We call 
the chain produced by this operator 'w-chain' . 

FUnction 25 w-chain 
For two chains c, d and two primitive fundions FE Piel, GE Pldl, 

w-chain( c, F, d, G) := add8p( c, F) w add8p( d, G). 

• 
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Po PI 

Figure 2.4: Example of a w-cbain. w-chain( c, F, d, G): 
c = bresh(lOO, 0), starting in p0 = (0, 0), ending in PI = (100, 0), 
d = bresh(O, 100), startingin PI = (100, 0), ending in P2 = (100, 100), 
F and G as described in section 2.0.0. 

Figure 2.4 shows an example of a w-cbain. Tbe ebains c and d are Bresenbam 
lines, whicb are sbown in tbe same picture, and tbe primitive fundions are tbe ones 
discussed in section 2.0.0. 

Definition 26 Canonical cbain 
A canonical chain r (of order n) is a finite sequence of numbers in [O .. n]. An element 
of a canonical cbain is called a colour code. 

• 
The idea of a canonical cbain is to remember for every position in a cbain produced 
by conweave from whicb cbain Cj tbat code comes, and store tbe number i of tbat 
cbain, called tbe colour. Later, the codes of tbe ebains can he filled in. Tbis bas 
two advantages, we can store a canonical chain independently of tbe actual input 
ebains (but it depends on tbe lengtb of tbe input cbains!), and we can delay and/or 
centralize tbe computation of tbe actual codes. 
An example of a canonical chain is tbe Bresenbam cbain bresh(l c I+ I d I, I d 1), for 
weaving two ebains c and d. 
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2.3 Weaving multiple ebains 

The operator weave weaves two chains. Several methods to weave more than two 
chains are discussed in [Wet91]. Consecutive and simultaneous weaving are two of 
them. The consecutive weave operator weaves chains in a binary tree structure, while 
simultaneous weaving is a linear extension of weave to more input chains. If the 
number of input chains for consecutive weave is not a power of two, one or more 
chains are split using ha and hb as defined below. 

Function 27 Consecutive weave 
For n E IN, n 2: 1, n control chains, L = r2 log n l, 2·(2L -1) primitive functions Fo[t,,1 
and F1(1,,1 (l E [O .. L), iE [0 .. 21)), wedefine 

conweave([l, i], co,···, Cn-1) := 

w-chain( conweave([l + 1, 2i), co,···, c~_1 ), Fo[l,i], 

conweave([l + 1, 2i + 1], c~, · · ·, Cn-1), Fl[l,iJ) 

if ~ E ~ 

w-chain( conweave([l + 1, 2i], co,···, cl~J- 1 , ha( cl~J) ), Fo[l,i], 

conweave([l + 1, 2i + 1], hb(cl~J ), cr~l' ... ,Cn-1), Fl[l,iJ) 

if ~ f/. ~ 1\ n > 2 

co . if n = 1 

where the final result is obtained with the first argument equal to [0,0). The functions 
ha and hb split a chain d in two parts, such that 

• ha(d) and hb(d) have approximately the samelengthand shape 

• (V C: c E Cs: #c(d,O, I dI)= #c(ha(d),O, I ha(d) I)+ #c(hb(d),O, I hb(d) I)) 

For Eresenham chains d, wedefine these functions as 

ha(d) :=(®i: iE [0 .. [1 ~Ij) : di), 

hb(d) :=(®i: iE [[I~ 1J.. I dI) : di)· 

• 
This definition is equivalent to the definition of consecutive weaving of Eresenham 
chains, given in [Wet91) with control points Pi, i E [O .. n), if wedefine 

Cj := bresh(P(i+l),x- Pi,x, P(i+l),y- Pi,y)· 

Figure 2.5 illustrates consecutive weaving. 
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Pl 

C[2,0) C[l,O) C[2,1) 

C[2,2) 
C[l,l) 

Po= (0, 0) 
P1 = (100, 100) 
P2 = (200, 0) 
P3 = (300, -100) 
P4=(400,0) 
C[2,0) = bresh(p0 , p1) = [1 100] 
C[2,1) = bresh(p1 , p 2) = [7100] 
C[2,2) = bresh(p2 , p3) = [7100] 
C[2,3) = bresh(p3 , p 4) = [1 100] 
C[l,O) = w-chain(c[2,0], Fo[1,o)l C[2,l]l F1[1,0]) 
C[l,l) = w-chain( C[2,2), Fo[I,I], C[2,3)l F1[1,1)) 
C[O,O) = w-chain( w - chain( C[2,0], Fo[I,o]l C[2,l]l F1[1,oJ), Fo[O, 0], 

w-chain(c[2,2], Fo[I,I], C[2,3]l F1[1,11), Fo[O, 0]) 

Pa 

Figure 2.5: Example of consecutive weave. 
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Definition 28 Simultaneous weaving simweave 
Wedefine for n (n ;::: 1) control chains of equallength and n primitive fundions Fi 
(i E [O .. n)) simultaneous weave as 

simweave(co, .. ·,Cn-1) :=(®i: iE [O .. n·l co I): Ci modn(L_:J)) - n 

2.4 Smoothing of ebains 

We give two examples of woven chains to illustrate the necessity of smoothing: 

[1 r w [7t = [ 11r, 

[443]n W [001]2n = [040140031t. 

• 

Figure 2.6 shows both unsmoothed chains (for n = 3 and n = 1 resp.). One of 
the remedies is to use higher resolution input chains, defined on a grid ( ~ Zl?, and 
transfer the result back to Zl2

• To reduce oscillation effects in the rescaled output 
chain, we introduce a hysteresis. This hysteresis is deliberately chosen to he mutually 
independent for the x- and y-coordinates, to further reduce oscillation and to simplify 
the function smooth. 
Figure 2. 7 shows the hysteresis for both n = 3 and n = 4 using dashed lines. Higher 
resolution pixels are drawn as circles, and sets of pixels (macro pixels) are drawn 
as squares. Chains start and end in the center of a macro pixel, hence, the higher 
resolution chains start and end in Zl2

• 

The dashed lines indicate the borders which must he crossed before the smoothed 
chain 'moves' to the next macro pixel. Note that in example 2.7(a) the smoothed 
chain 'passes' the macro pixel above the start pixel, whereas the higher resolution 
chain does not visit this macro pixel, because the higher resolution chain passes the 
upper horizontal dashed line before it passes the rightmost vertical dashed line. 
In the next definition a hysteresis of ~ if n is odd, or 2~n if n is even, is introduced. 
The help function pn( c, n) is used to store the difference between the endpoint of the 
chain c, 

~·(I: i : iE [0 .. I c I) : v(ci)) 
n 

and the scaled endpoint of the smoothed chain 

(L i : iE [0 .. 1 smooth(c, n) I) : v(smooth(c, n)i)). 
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(a) 

Figure 2.6: Two unsmoothed chains, created by weaving; (a) [17]3 and (b) 
[040140031]. 

F\mction 29 Smooth 
The function smooth(c,n),which rescales a higher resolution chain con a grid ~~2 , 
to the grid ~2 , with the intention to smooth it, is recursively defined by 

[ 
smooth(c,n) ]·

pn(c, n) ·-

where for c -=f t:: 

[ (0~ 0) l if c = ê 

[ 
smooth( head( c), n) l 

pn(head(c),n) + ~v(clci-I) 
if c -=f ê 1\ dp( c, n) = (0, 0) 

[ 
smooth(head(c),n) ® v-1(dp(c,n)) l 

pn(head(c),n) + ~v(clci-I)- dp(c,n) 
ifc -=f t:/\dp(c,n) -=f (0,0), 

head(c) :=(®i : iE [0 .. I c l-2] : ei)· 

and we abbreviate the new displacement (basic) vector with 

n 
dp( c, n) := {(pn( head( c ), n) + v( Clci-I))· r I l }. 

2* n 2 +1 

Note that smooth also removes any 8-codes. 
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-1 
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-1 

-1 

0 

[00312067753] 
(a) 

0 1 

[1120710556] 
(c) 

1 

1 

0 

-1 

1 

0 

-1 

-1 

-1 0 1 

smooth([00312067753], 3) = [206] 
(b) 

0 1 

smooth([1120710556], 4) = [206] 
. (d) 

Figure 2.7: Smoothing of chains. 
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2.5 Miscellaneous 

This section introduces some help functions. bit( i, n) is the value of n on bit position 
i, when n is expressed as a binary number. 

Function 30 Bitfunction bit 

b. (. ) { 0 if l"FJ /2 E IN 
zt z,n := 1 if l-FJ/2 f/. IN 

• 
bitrev(L, n) is the bit-reversed pattern of n, where the L least significant bits of nare 
considered. 

Function 31 Bit reversal bitrev 

L-1 

bitrev(L,n) := L bit(j,n)· 2L-I-i. 
j=O 

• 
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Chapter 3 

Com pressing ebains 

3.0 Introduetion 

In chapter 1, we saw that a w-chain may contain a large number of 8-codes. If we 
start a computation with two chains c and d and two distribution functions f and g, 
the length of the resulting w-chain is 

I w-chain(l c I, I d I,J,g) I= F(l c I)+ G(l d 1). 

The number of 8-codes is 

F(l c I)+ G(l d 1)- I c 1- I dI +#s(c,O, I c I)+ #s(d,O, I d 1). 
If the distribution function f is the identity-function and g is its symmetrical equiva
lent, we get using property 13 

and 

F(l c I) = I c I (I c I +3) = 0(1 c 12), 
2 

G(l d I)= I d I (I dI +3) = O(l d l2). 
2 

For consecutive weaving of 21 chains of equal length Ze, the number of 8-codes is 
even O(/c(2') /2(2'-1)). If we represent chains by their codes, this is not suitable for 
implementation. In this chapter, we introduce a new type of chain, called indexed
chain or i-chain, with the following properties: 

• every conventional chain can be converted to an indexed-chain and vice versa 

• the 'length' of an indexed-chain (nr. of integers used to represent or store 
the indexed-chain) ie is 0(1 c I -#8(c, 0, I c 1)), where c is the corresponding 
conventional chain. 

In the last section of this chapter, formal conversions between conventional chains 
and the new chain are given. 
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3.1 Index-coding of chains: i-chain 

Any chain e kan be written as 

e = add8p(ê, P), 

using a P E Plêl· We use this property in the next definition. An indexed-chain 
consists of such an 8-less chain ê, and of the primitive function P. This primitive 
function has the following int ui tive meaning: P( i) determines the position of the code 
êi in the corresponding original chain e. 

Definition 32 Indexed-chain 
An indexed-chain ie is defined as a quadruple 

ie := (ê, P, Ie, Zie), 

where 

ê is an 8-less chain, 

p E plêl, 

Ie E JN,lc =I ê I, and 

Zie E JN,lic = P(l ê 1). 

• 
An indexed-chain is commonly denoted as ie, id, etc. If ie= (ê, P, Ie, lic), we denote: 
ie.ê = ê, ie.P = P, ie.lc = Ie, ie.lic = lic. 
As a reference for Ie and Zie, we introduce two definitions of length; the first equals 
the number of codes in the chain ê, the second equals the number of all codes in the 
'corresponding' original chain e. The correspondence between indexed-chains and 
conventional ebains will be the subject of the next section. 

Definition 33 Length of an indexed-chain 
The length of an indexed-chain ie, denoted as I ie I, is defined by 

I ie 1==1 ie.ê I . 

• 
Definition 34 Original length of an indexed-chain 
The original length of an indexed-chain ie, denoted as 11 ie 11, is defined by 

11 ie 11:= ie.P(I ie.ê 1). 

• 
These definitions match the values of Ie and Zie, respectively. An example of an 
indexed-chain follows at the end of section 3.2, tagether with its corresponding con
ventional chain. 
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3.2 Conversions between chain types 

In this section, we define 2 conversion functions, which state the correspondence 
between the indexed-chain and the conventional one: 

• convert conventional chain e to indexed-chain ie: conv _toJ 

• convert indexed-chain ie to conventional chain e: i_to_conv 

At the end of this section, a proof is provided that applying both fundions results in 
the identity function. 

Function 35 conv _toJ 
Let e he a chain, ê an 8-less chain and P E Plêl a primitive function such that 

e = add8p(ê, P), 

then the corresponding indexed-chain ie is defined by 

conv_to_i(e) := (ê, P, I ê I, P(l ê 1)). 

• 
Function 36 i_to_conv 
Let ie he an indexed chain, then the corresponding conventional chain e is defined by 

i_to_conv(ie) := add8p(ie.ê, ie.P). 

• 
Suppose we want to compute add8p(add8p([032], F), G), FE 'P4 , GE 'PF(4)· Choose 
F to he the primitive function of the identity function, and G the symmetrical equi
valent thereof (section 2.0.0): 

r . [0 3] F(') i(i+3) 
lOf z E . . : z = 2 , 

f . [ 9] G( ') ( ' ) i(i-I) or z E 0.. : z = 9 z + 1 -
2 

. 

Computations involving conventional chains are 

add8p(add8p([032], F), G) = add8p([083882888}, G) = 

[888888888088888888888888883888888888888888882888888888] = 
[890816381 7289

)' 

which shows the growing lengthof the chains. 
Figure 3.0 illustrates this example. 
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1 /(i) g(i) F(i) G(i) 
-1 -1 -1 
0 0 9 0 9 
1 1 8 2 18 1 I( i) F(i) GoF(i) 
2 2 7 5 26 -1 -1 -1 -1 
3 3 6 9 33 0 0 0 9 
4 5 39 1 1 2 26 
5 4 44 2 2 5 44 
6 3 48 3 3 9 54 
7 2 51 
8 1 53 
9 0 54 

([032),/,3,3) = ([032),(-1,0,1,2,3),3,3) 
add8i(([032],1,3,3),F) = ([032J,F,3,9) = ([032),(-1,0,2,5,9),3,9) 
add8i(add8i(([032],1,3,3),F),G) = ([032),GoF,3,54) = ([032),(-1,9,26,44,54),3,54) 

Figure 3.0: Example of addBp for a conventional chain and addBi ( addBp's equivalent) 
for an indexed-chain. 
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3.2.0 Identity of double conversion 

In this paragraph, we prove that applying hoth conversion functions in any order 
results in the identity-function. 

Property 37 ldentity of conv _toJ o Lto_conv 
Let e he an arhitrary chain, 
then 

i_to_conv( conv_to_i( e)) = e 

Pro of 
Let ê he an 8-less chain and P E 'Piêi a primitive function such that 

e = add8p(ê, P), 

then 

i_to_conv( conv_to_i( e)) 

={ equation ahove} 

i_to_conv( conv_to_i( add8p( ê, P))) 

={ function 35} 

i_to_conv((ê, P, I ê I, P(l ê i))) 

={function 36} 

add8p(ê, P) 

={equation ahove} 

e. 

Property 38 ldentity of i_to_conv o conv _toJ 
Let ie he an arhitrary indexed-chain, 
then 

conv_to_i( i_to_conv(ie)) =ie 
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Pro of 

conv_to_i( i_to_conv(ic)) 

= { function 36} 

conv_to_i( add8p(ic.ê, ic.P)) 

= { function 35} 

(ic.ê, ic.P, I ic.ê I, ic.P(I ic.ê I)) 

={ definition 32} 

IC. 

• 
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Chapter 4 

M'eaving indexed chains 

4.0 Introduetion 

In chapter 1, we defined add8, lengthen, and weave. In this chapter, we'll define these 
operators for indexed-chains. 

4.1 The operator add8i 

The following function add8i is the equivalent of add8p (function 18 in section 2.1) 
for indexed-chains: 

FUnetion 39 add8i 
For an indexed-chain ie and a primitive function F E Pllicll' the function add8i is 
defined by 

add8i(ie, F) := (ie.ê, Foie.P, I ie I, F(l! ie 11)), 

where for all iE [-1.. I ie IJ: 

Foie.P(i) = F(ie.P(i)) . 

Property 40 Equivalence of add8p and add8i. 
For all chains e, the following holds: 

conv_to_i( add8p( e ), F) = add8i( conv_to_i( e ), F). 
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Pro of 
Again, let ê he an 8-less chain and P E 'Piêl a primitive function such that 

c = add8p(ê, P). 

Th en 

conv_to_i( add8p( c, F)) 

= { equation above} 

conv_to_i(add8p( add8p(ê, P), F)) 

={function 18} 

conv_to_i( add8p( ( ® i : i E [0 .. I ê I) : [8t(i)-P(i-1)-1 ® [êi)) 

®[8JP(Iêi)-P(Iêl-1)-1, F)) 

={add8p(d,F) = add8(d,f), function 17} 

conv_to_i((® i : iE [0 .. I ê I) : [8((i)-P(i- 1 )-I+L::~~<i-1)+1J(j) ® [êi]) 

®[8((1êi)-P(Iêi-1)-I+ E;~~(l~êl-1)+1 J(j)) 

={ definition 12 : 

-F(P(i- 1)) = -P(i- 1) -(L:f~~-1 ) J(j)) 
F(P(i)) = P(i) . +(L:f~~ J(j)) 
-1 = -1 
summing these three equations yields: } 

conv_to_i(( ® i : i E [0 .. 1 ê I) : [8t(P(i))-F(P(i-1))-1 ® [êi)) 

®[8t(P(Iêi))-F(P(Iêl-1))-1 

={function 18} 

conv_to_i( add8p(ê, FoP)) 

= { function 35} 

(ê,FoP,I ê I,FoP(I ê 1)), 
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and, 

add8i( conv_to_i( e ), F) 

= { equation above} 

add8i(conv_to_i(add8p(ê, P)), F) 

= { function 35} 

add8i((ê, P, I ê I, P(l ê 1)), F) 

= { function 39} 

(ê, FoP, I ê I, F(P(I ê I))) 

={ introduetion of o} 

(ê, FoP, I ê I, FoP( I ê 1)). 

• 
As the lengthen operator was defined in terms of add8, its counterpart for indexed
chains is easily defined as below. 

Function 41 Lengtheni For any indexed-chainic and N E IN we define 

lengtheni(ie, N) := { ~~dBi(ie, P) 

where 

N- 11 ie 11 
a:= N ' 

P(i) := Ca(i) for iE [-1.. I ie 1), 

P(l ie I):= N. 

if N :SII ie 11 
if N >I ie I, 
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4.2 The operator weavei 

In this section, we define the weave of two indexed-chains. An implicit parameter in 
this section is a, defined by 

11 id 11 

a := 11 ie 11 + 11 id 11' 

We are now ready to define the weave of indexed-chains. In definition 42, the functions 
nc and nd count the number of codes 'taken so far' from ie and id. The simultaneously 
defined function eh is not used bere, but will be used later for the description of 
algorithms. It 'stores' the choices made while weaving, and can be considered as the 
canonical chain. 

Funetion 42 weavei of indexed-chains 
The result of a weave of two indexed-chains ie and id results in a new indexed-chain, 

ie w id := (ê,R,I ie I+ I id 1,11 ie 11 + 11 id 11) 

where RE Plicl+lidl and I ê I= I ie I + I id I are defined by, for all i E [0 .. I ie I + I id 1): 

êi 
R(i) 

nc(i + 1) 
nd(i + 1) 

eh( i) 

nc(O) := 0, nd(O) := 0, 

R( -1) := -1, 

ene( i) 

Ca(ie.P( nc( i))) 
nc(i) + 1 

nd(i) 
0 

and(i) 

Da(id.P( nd( i))) 
nc(i) 

nd(i) + 1 
1 

if Ca(ie.P(nc(i))) < Da(id .P(nd(i))) 

if Da(id.P(nd(i))) < Ca(ie.P(nc(i))) 

R(l ie I+ I id I):= min{Ca(ie.P(nc(l ie I+ I id I))),Da(id.P(nd(l ie I+ I id I)))} 

We refer to this operator as weavei. 

• 
An example of weaving two indexed-chains is shown in figure 4.0. To ensure that the 
definition above is proper, property 43 shows the following: 
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. 
ie w id id IC 

(ê, P, 3, 9) (ê, R, 6, 21) (d,Q,3,12) 
z êi P(i) Ca(P(i)) êi R(i) nc(i) nd(i) eh( i) Da(Q(i)) Q(i) di 

-1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
0 0 1 3 0 3 0 0 0 4 2 4 
1 1 5 12 4 4 1 0 1 9 5 5 
2 2 8 19 5 9 1 1 1 13 7 6 
3 9 22 1 12 1 2 0 21 12 
4 6 13 2 2 1 
5 2 19 2 3 0 
6 21 3 3 

z 0 1 2 3 

0 1 2 eoc 

P(i) 1 5 8 9 

Ca(P(i)) I 3 112,19,221 

ê· I 0 4 5 1 6 2 eoc 

R(i ) 3 4 9 12 13 19 21 

z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Da(Q(i)) I 4 9 113121 I 

Q(i) 2 5 7 12 

4 5 6 eoc 

z 0 1 2 3 

Figure 4.0: Example of weaving indexed-chains, a = 
9
!;

2
. 
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(a) shows the truthof the disjunct of the if-clauses; 

(b) proves that R is a primitive function indeed; 

( c) checks that both chains are woven exactly I ie I resp. I id I times; and 

( d) checks if the quadruple defined above, satisfies the definition of indexed-chain 
32. 

Property 43 Properties of the definition of weavei 

(a) for iE [0 .. Ie I+ I d I]: -,(Ca(ie.P(nc(i))) = Da(id.P(nd(i)))) 

(b) for i E [0 .. I e I + I d I) : R( i + 1) > R( i) 

( c) nc(l ie I + I id I) =I ie I, nd(l ie I + 1 id I) =I id 1 

(cl) R(l ie I + I id I)= ie.P(I ie I)+ id.P(I id I) 

Proof (a) 
Use property 15(b). 

Proof (b) 

• 

Suppose without 'loss of generality Ca(ie.P(nc(i))) < Da(id.P(nd(i))), and consider 
for i E [0 .. I ie I + I id I) two cases: 
Case 1: Ca(ie.P(nc(i + 1))) < Da(id.P(nd(i + 1))) 

R(i + 1) 

={function 42} 

Ca(ie.P(nc(i + 1))) 

={function 42, nc(i + 1) = nc(i) + 1} 

Ca(ie.P(nc(i) + 1)) 

>{Ca and ie.P are monotonically increasing} 

Ca(ie.P(nc(i))) = R(i) 

Case 2: Da(id.P(nd(i + 1))) < Ca(ie.P(nc(i + 1))), similar. 

• 
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Proof (c) 
We prove first that nc(l ie I + I id I) ~~ie I; suppose the contrary, 

nc(l ie I + I id I) >I ie I, 

then there exists a j, j E [0 .. I ie I + I id I) such that 

nc(j) =I ie I 
nc(j + 1) =I ie I +1. 

N ow, from function 42: 

R(j) = Ca(ie.P(nc(j))) with Ca(ie.P(nc(j))) < Da(id.P(nd(j))). 

But 

nc(j) =I ie I 

=? { using property 16(b)} 

Ca(ie.P(nc(j))) ~11 ie 11 + 11 id 11, 

and 

nd(j) = j- nc(j) = j- I ie 1<1 id I 

=>{property 16(c)} 

Da(id.P(nd(j))) <11 ie 11 + 11 id 11. 

These last two results combine to 

Da(id.P(nd(j))) < Ca(ie.P(nc(j))) 

which is in contradiction with the ifcondition used in the definition of nc(j). 
Hence, nc(l ie I + I id I) ~~ ie I, and likewise, nd(l ie I + I id I) ~~ id I, but since 
nc(l ie I + I id I)+ nd(l ie I+ I id I) =I ie I + I id I, we conclude nc(l ie I+ I id I)= 
1 ie 1, and nd( 1 ie I + I id I) = 1 id I· 

• 
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Proof (d) 

R(l ie I + I id I) 

={function 42} 

min{Ca(P(nc(l ie I+ I id 1))), Da(Q(nd(l ie I+ I id I)))} 

={this property, part (c)} 

min{Ca(P(I ie 1)), Da(Q(I id I))} 

min{ Ca( II ie 11), Da(ll id 11)} 

={ using properties 16 and 15( c)} 

11 ie 11 + 11 id 11= P(l ie I)+ Q(l id 1). 

• 
The next fundion resembles the fundion w-chain. 

Function 44 w-chaini 
For two ebains ie, id and two primitive fundions FE Plicl, GE Plidb 

w-chaini(ie, F, id, G) := add8i(ie, F) w add8i(id, G). 

• 

4.3 Equivalence of weavei and weave 

Property 45 Equivalence of weave and weavei 

i_to_conv(ie w id) = i_to_conv(ie) w i_to_conv(id). 
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Proof · 
Let ê := ie.ê, a := id.ê, P := ie.P, Q := id.P, and consider all j,j E [0 .. 11 ie 11 + 11 
id 11) such that (3 i : iE [0 .. 11 ie 11) : Ca( i)= j). 

( i_to_conv(ie) w i_to_conv(id) )(j) 

= { function 36} 

( add8p(ê, P) w add8p( a, Q) )(j) 

={property 15(b) and property 24} 

{ 
add8p(~, P)(j.) ~f C~1 (~) E ~ 
add8p(d,Q)(J) 1f D~1 (;) E ~ 

={property 15(b), C~1 (j) E ~} 

add8p(ê, P)(C;1 (j)) 

={property 19} 

{ 
e

8
A p-l(c;;l(j)) if p-1 (C~1 (j)) E ~ 

if p-1 (C~1 (j)) (j_ ~ ' 

and 

i_to_conv(ie w id) 

={function 18, 36, and property 19} 

We now prove the following: 

Case 1: 

=} { restrietion above, calculus} 
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(:l ill i2 : i1, i2 E ~ : R(i1) = j = Ca(i2)) 

::} { function 42} 

(:l ill i2 : ill i2 E ~ : R(i1) = j = Ca(i2) = Ca(P(nc(ii)))) 

=*{nc(ii) E ~} 

p-I(C;;l(j)) E ~' 

and from function 42, 

eR-I(j) 

ênc(R-l (j)) 

={take i1 from equation above} 

ênc(iJ) 

={ use same equation above} 

ê p-1 (c;;J (j)), 

Case 2: 

R-l(j) ~ ~ 

::} { function 42} 

...,(:J i: iE~: P(nc(i)) = C;;1(j)) 

=*{use {nc(i) I iE [0 .. I ie I+ I id I)}= [0 .. 1 ie I)} 

p-I(C;;I (j)) ~ ~. 
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4.4 Consecutive and simultaneous weaving with 
indexed-chains 

We fi.rst state a very general definition of mweave (where m stands for multiple chains). 
Both consecutive and simultaneous weaving can he expressed in mweave. Our imple
mentation on the transputer network is mweave, to create aresult suitable for general 
purposes. Mweave weaves 2L input chains in the same recursive way as consecutive 
weave does. 

Function 46 mweave 
For L E IN, 1 E (O .. L], 2L control indexed-chains, 2·(2L- 1) primitive functions Fo[l,t1 
and F1[l,i) ( 1 E (O .. L ), i E [0 .. 21) ), and a constant N E IN, we define 

mweave(L, [1, i], ieo, · · ·, ic2L-L1 , N) := 

w-chaini( mweave(L, [1 + 1, 2i], ico, · · ·, ic2L-l-Ll ), Fo[l,i], 
mweave(L, [1 + 1, 2i + 1], ic2L-l-b · · ·, ic2L-L1 ), Fl[l,iJ) 

if 1 < L 

1engtheni(ico, N) if 1 = L, 

The intermediate results of mweave are denoted as 

ic[l,i] := mweave(L, [1, i], icj.2L-l, · · ·, ic(i+l)·2L-L1 , N), 

• 

and the functions nc, nd and eh defined in function 42 are needed and therefore 
denoted as 

nCo[l,jJ( i) := nc( i) as used for the generation of ic[I,i] 

nc1[1,j](i) := nd(i) as used for the generation of ic[I,i] 

ch[l,jJ(i) :=eh( i) as used for the generation of ic[l,i] 

Mweave is defined for 2L input chains only. If the nuffiber of input chains is not 
a power of two, some way to create extra chains is needed. We provide two ways; 
splitting input chains, and adding empty input chains. 
To maintain symmetry in the definition above, we can split the chains in the same 
way as in function 27. We present a function to split chains without this recursion, 
but with the same result. 
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FUnction 4 7 Split sequence of chains 
A sequence of n chains ico · · · icn-1 is split into a sequence of 2L = 2P lognl chains 
ido · · · id2L_1. 
We introduce a help function, N(i,n), the 'rnapping' frorn chains ie to chains id. 

N(i,n) :=i-((# j: jE [O .. i): bitrev(L,n -1) AND ((j + 1) AND NOT j)) = 0), 

where AND and NOT are hitwise operations on their operands. Figure 4.1 illustrates 
this helpfunction. 
The split operator can now he defined for i E [1, 2L- 2] as: 

split(ico · · · icn-1) := ido · · · id2L_1 

where 

ido := ico 

if N(i- 1) + 2 = N(i + 1) 
if N(i) = N(i + 1) 
if N(i) = N(i- 1) 

ha(ic) := conv_to_i(ha(i_to_conv(ic))) 

hb(ic) := conv_to_i(hb(i_to_conv(ic))) 

The fundions ha and hb split a chain in two equally sized0 parts. These functions are 
expressed in the fundions used in fundion 27, hecause their forrnulation without the 
conversion fundions is tedious. The irnplernentation, however, is easy and efficient, 
since this conversion can he skipped. 

• 
In property 48 we prove that fundion 4 7 is equal to fundion 27 in the way it seleds 
its input chains to split. 

Property 48 split and conweave select sarne input chains to split 

(a) If the nurnher of input chains nis even, the two suhsequences nurnhered [0 .. ~) 
and [~ .. n) are treated equally. 

0 if the length of the chain is odd the first half contains one code less 
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n: 5 6 7 8 
bitrev(3, n - 1 ): 001 101 Oll ll1 

1 J (j+1) AND NOT J N(i,5) N(i, 6) N(i,7) N(i, 8) 
0 000 0001 0 0 0 0 
1 001 0010 1 1 1 1 
2 010 0001 1 1 2 2 
3 Oll 0100 2 2 3 3 
4 100 0001 2 3 3 4 
5 101 0010 3 4 4 5 
6 110 0001 3 4 5 6 
7 ll1 1000 4 5 6 7 

Figure 4.1: Help function N(i, n) for L = 3, n E [5 .. 8]. 

(b) If the number of input ebainsnis odd, and n =/= 1, the middlemost chain icn-1 
----r 

will be spilt, and the two resulting subsequences numbered [0 .. n2I] and [n;I .. n) 
are treated equally. 

( c) A single chain will not be split. 

Proof Proving this property is straightforward but elaborate, we omit it. • 

FUnction 49 Consecutive weave of indexed-chains 
For n ~ 1, fora set of control ebains Ci (iE [O .. n)), the function conweavei is defined 
by 

conweavei( co,···, Cn-1) := mweave( f2 log n l, 0, 0, split(ico, · · ·, icn-1), 0). 

• 
Note that since the last parameter of mweave in function 49 is 0, the lengthen operator 
in mweave has no effect. 

FUnction 50 Simultaneous weave of indexed-chains 
Simweavei weaves n control ebains q, using n primitive functions Fi (iE [O .. n)). Let 
L := f2 log n l, and define ici := ê for i E [n .. 2L), Fi E Po for i E [n .. 2L), defined by 
Fi(O) := 0. The function simweavei is defined by 

simweavei(ico, · · ·, icn-1) := mweave(L, 0, 0, icbitrev(L,O), · · ·, icbitrev(L,n-1)), N), 

with 

N := (Max i : i E [O .. n) : I ici 1), 
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Fo[L-I,iJ(x) := F2;(x ), Ft[L-t,iJ(x) := F2i+t(x), for i E [0 .. 2L-I) 

Fo[l,iJ(x) := x,F1[l,iJ(x) :=x, for l E [O .. L -l),i E [0 .. 21
) . 

• 
Before weaving, all chains are converted to the same length N. The bitrev function 
is needed to obtain compatibility with the definition in function 50. Omitting this 
function, or setting N := 0, has a minor effect on the resulting chain, and no effect 
on the curve it converges to (see [Wet91]) . 

Definition 51 Canonical indexed-chain 
A canonical indexed-chain ir is an indexed-chain for which irê is a canonical chain 
(of order n). 

• 
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Chapter 5 

lmplementation on transputer 
network 

5.0 Introduetion 

In the following chapters, we implement algorithms for consecutive and simultaneous 
weaving on a transputer network. In this chapter, we introduce the implementation 
device in section 5.1. Section 5.2 discusses the implementation language. The for
malism we use to prove correctness is trace theory, which is informally introduced in 
section 5.3. Section 5.4 discusses a few implementation details. 
The next chapters are devoted to the actual implementation. Chapter 6 describes a 
straightforward implementation of consecutive weaving. This is a simple and fast im
plementation, but suffers from a bad load-balance between the transputers, resulting 
in poor overall performance. This problem will be corrected in chapter 7, where a 
simple and fast systolic array is derived. 
Chapter 8 compares the results of the two implementations. 

5.1 The transputer 

A transputer (abbreviated Tp) is a single VLSI device with processor, memory, and 
so-called links to communicate with other transputers. It is designed to execute 
communicating parallel processes. One transputer can run several processes. Two 
processes, either on the same Tp, or on two separate Tp's connected via a channel, 
can communicate with each other. A channel is a means of communication between 
processes. Interprocess communication is implemented via memory and supported 
by special instructions, whereas interprocessor communication uses a physical link 
between transputers. For a process there is virtually no difference between interpro
cessor and interprocess communication. 
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The Tp's used for implementing the chain code algorithms are 25 MHz T-800's, 
manufactured by INMOS. The T-800 hardware does neither support virtual channels 
(i.e., several virtual channels between some processes on Tp A and other processes 
on Tp Bare mappedonone physicallink), nor does it support message routing. The 
next generation of transputers (the INMOS T-9000) will support virtuallinks. 
In figures in this and next chapters, reetangles indicate processes, lines represent 
channels, and dasbed reetangles ( containing one or more processes) symbolize trans
puters. 

5.2 lmplementation language 

The language used in this report is the guarded command language, as introduced in 
[Dij84], with some additional instructions taken from the CSP language [Hoa85]: 
The basic inputjoutput statements are 

• A ?x : input value from channel A into variabie x. 

• B!y : output value y to channel B. 

where A?x means x := A(#A) in which #A is the nr. of preceding communications 
along channel A, 
and B!y means B(#B) := y where #B is the number of preceding communications 
along channel B. 
The language used on the transputer network (TpN) is an adapted version of Pascal 
[Jen85], developed by Groningen University [Luk89]. The extensions ofthe language 
allow both interprocessor and interprocess communication, as well as parallelism. 
Each Tp runs one Pascal program, which can introduce 'local parallelism' with a 
fork-command or a cobegin/coend-command. 'Local parallellism' means processor 
time-sharing, but communication between processes 'concurrently' running on the 
same transputer is supported by fast task switching. 

5.3 Trace theory, an informal introduetion 

This section is devoted to an informal introduetion to trace theory. For a more 
complete description, the reader can consult [Zwa89], [Kal86], or [Rem85]. 
An alphabet is a subset of n, which is the set of symbols. A symbol represents an 
(atomie) event that may occur one or more times. A trace t is a sequence of symbols, 
t E S1*, and subsets of S1* are called trace sets. The length of a trace t is denoted 
by l(t) . Traces s and t can be concatenated: st. A prefix s of t, s :5 t, is a trace 
s for which some trace r exists such that sr = t. The projection of a trace t on an 
alphabet A, denoted by trA, consists of all symbols in t which are element of A. A 
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trace structure T is a pair < A, X > in which A ( denoted QT) is an alphabet and the 
trace set X ( denoted iT) is a subset of A*. A process is a trace structure of which 
the trace set is prefix-closed, i.e., for every t E t.T, every prefix of t is also in t.T. 
The alphabet of a process corresponds to the set of events the process may be involved 
in. A trace thus far generated is associated with the (status of a) process, initially this 
trace is the empty trace. An event (symbol in A) may happen only if the trace thus 
far generated extended to include this symbol is still in t.T, and if this event occurs, 
the trace is extended to include it. 
Let us consider an i-place buffer (i > 0), which is initially empty. We introduce the 
events 

a: a value enters the buffer 
b: a value is retrieved from the buffer, 

and the trace structure of this buffer is 

SEMi(a,b) = 

< {a,b},{t 1 tE {a,b}* 1\ (V s: s :s; t: o :s; /(sr{a}) -/(sr{b}) :s; i)}>. 

In trace theory a weave operator is defined. This operator operates on processes, and 
is independent of the weave of chains. The weave of two processes T and U, is defined 
by 

r w u=< QT uQu, {t 1 tE (QT uQU)*" trQr E tr" trQu E tu} >. 

With T w U a trace thus far generated; t is associated. The trace thus far generated for 
T is trQT, and for Uit is trQU. The common trace t can be extended with a common 
symbol if both trace structures agree, while an extension with a non-common symbol 
depends on one of the components only. 
The weave of SEMi( a, b) and SEMj(b, c) becomes 

SEMi(a,b) w SEMj(b,c) = 

< {a,b,c}, {tI tE {a,b,c}* 1\ (Vs: s :s; t: 0 :s; /(sf{a}) -/(sr{b}) :s; i/\ 

o :s; l(sr{b}) -/(sr{c}) :s; j)} >. 

A trace structure T can be projected on an alphabet A, the result is 

rrA :=< QT nA, {trAItE t.T} >, 

for example, 

(SEMi(a,b) w SEMj(b,c)H{a,c} = SEMi+i(a,c). 
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Weaving is associative, commutative, and the statements above can be extended to 
the weave of more than two trace structures. 
The communication behaviour (CB) of a program describes all possible traces, se
quences of events, that may occur during execution. The CB is often stated using 
the following operators (a and bare either events or subformulae): 

a I b : either a or b 
a ; b : first a, then b 
a , b : parallel a and b 
a* : zero or more times a 

For example, (p I q)r* = {p,q,pr,qr,prr,qrr, .. }. 
A set of sequence functions u{ IC, i) gives a possible behaviour of a process. The 
A sequence function u(Ic, i) is a function which states when the (i+l)th communi
cation over channel IC may happen, without violating the CB's. A set of sequence 
functions states which communications over more channels may occur, without vio
lating any of the CB's. 
As an example, u( IC, i)= 2i and u(ID, i)= 2i + 1 is a valid set for the process 
(IC?x;ID!x)*. 

5.4 lmplementation details 

The Pascal implementation we use is limited to 32-bits accuracy for integers and 
24-bits accuracy for reals. (The instruction set of the T-800 transputer is capable of 
handling 64-bits integers and 56-bits accurate reals.) Suppose we want to weave n 
chains of equal size lc. The largest integer occurring in the algorithms depends on 
the primitive functions used, but in most of our implementations it is linear to zen. 
This is a serious drawback. If we neglect overflow errors in internal computations, the 
maximum size of the input chains lc is limited to 231/n, which decreases very quickly 
for increasing n. 
To prevent the weaving algorithm from illegal computations, possibly resulting in 
deadlock, we detect overflow errors. If such an error is detected, the algorithm per
forms a concatenation instead ofa weave. Subsequent weave algorithms which use 
the result, detect this and perform concatenations as well. 
Using reals insteadof integers partially solves this problem, but introduces inaccuracy 
(it even decreases the accuracy to 24 bits) while computing the condition in function 
42, and does not preserve correctness of the programs. But by changing the selection 
conditions 

Ca(ic.P(nc(i))) < Da(id.P(nd(i))) 

and 

Da(id.P(nd(i))) < Ca(ic.P(nc(i))) 
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into resp. 

((Ca(ie.P(nc(i))) < Da(id.P(nd(i)))) V (nd(i) =I id I)) 1\ ...,(nc(i) =I ie I) 

and 

((Da(id.P(nd(i))) ::; Ca(ie.P(nc(i)))) 1\ ...,(nd(i) =I id I)) V (nc(i) =I ie I) 

we assure that nc(l ie I + I id I) =I ie I, hence chain ie is chosen I ie I times. If an 
error occurs in the inequality, the order of the woven chain is locally different, but 
these errors do oot propagate through the chain. 
An implementation of longintegers of arbitrary size has been performed. This solves 
the problems given above but results in a much slower solution. The speed depends 
on the number of bits in use, not on the maximum number of bits allowed. 
We count the communications over a channel IC in the following way: (i E [0 .. I ie I)) 

IC_1 = (ie.lc, ie.lic), 

ICi = (ie.ê(i), ie.P(i)), 

ICiicl = ( eoc, ie.P( I ie 1)). 

For simplicity, we omit the communication at -1 in the communication behaviours. 
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Chapter 6 

Weaving on a transputer tree 

6.0 Introduetion 

In this chapter a straightforward implementation for the weave of chains in a tree 
structure is given. The 2L input chains are (lengthened) Eresenham chains, denoted 
ico .. ic2L_1. In the following lines, the veetors ri are displacement vectors, and n is 
the resolution factor. 

ici := bresh(n * rix, n * riy) 

. . 
lC[L,i] := lCj 

for 0 ::; l < L, and 0 ::; i < 21: 

ic[l,i] := w-chaini(ic[l+l,2ij, Fo[l, i], ic[1+1,2i+l], FI[l, i]) 

The resulting chain is 

c := smooth(i_to_conv(ic[o,o]), n). 

The distribution of the 2L displacement veetors for these lines, the introduetion of 
extra displacement veetors if the number of chains to weave is not a power of two, 
and the adaptation of the tree for different values of lis discussed in [Nie91]. In this 
report, we assume these values to be known where needed. We state the algorithms for 
bresh8, add8i, weavei, and we merge the last two into add8weavei. The contiguration 
of the TpN is shown in figure 6.0. 
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w: add8weavei 

li : smooth 

Figure 6.0: Transputer network, contigured as a binary tree, for weaving of 8 Bresen
ham lines. 
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6.1 Algorithms 

The algorithm breshS, algorithm 52, uses a displacement vector p to compute an 
8-connected Bresenham chain, and length~ns this chain to N (if possible). Two in
terpolations are computed simultaneously in this algorithm, the Bresenham chain is 
computed using the common Bresenham algorithm, and the position of every pro
duced code ( according to the lengthen operator) is computed using a variant of Bre
senham's algorithm. The algorithm stated below is limited to the first octant, but 
can easily he extended to other octants. The invariants are 

PO(x): e = 2·a·(p+1) - n·(2·x + 1) 1\ 

- r(2·x+1)·nl 
Y- 2·a 

P1(x): ep = 2·a·(p+1)- n·(2·x + 1) 1\ 

- r(2·x+1)·nl 
P- 2·a 

Algorithm 52 breshSi 

com 
breshSi(p : vect; N: int; IE ! Lcode): 
{ pre: 0 ~ Py < Px } 
I[ 

a, b, e, ep, n, p, s, x : int; 
y : int; {dummy} 
if N < a -+ n := a; 

0 N ~a-+ n := N; 
fi 
a, b, x, y := Px, py, 0, 0; 
p, s := (n-1) div (2·a), n diva; 
e, ep := a, a + 2·a·p - n; 
{ PO, P1 } 
{iele := a;} 
{ielic := n;} 
IE ! (a, n); {IE_J} 

do x=/= a-+ 

{PO(x), P1(x) } 
e := e- 2·b; 
if e < 0 -+ {i'eê := 1;} 

{ie.P := p;} 
IE! (p, 1); {lEx= (ie.P(x),ieê(x))} 
y := y + 1; 
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ll 
moe 

od 

e := e + 2·a; {PO(x+1)} 
0 e ~ 0 --+ {ieê := 0;} 

{ie.P := p;} 
IE! (p, 0); {lEx= (ie.P(x),i~(x))}{PO(x+1)} 

fi 
p := p + s; 
ep := ep + (2·a·s- 2·n) ; 
if ep < 0 --+ p := p + 1; 

ep := ep + 2·a; {P1(x+1)} 
0 ep ~ 0--+ skip; {P1(x+1)} 
fi 
x:= x+ 1; 

{ieê := eoc;} 
{ie.P := n;} 
IE ! (n, eoc); {lEx= (ie.P(x), ieê(x))} 

• 
Algorithms 53 and 54 show the algorithms add8i and weavei for indexed-chains. Be
cause of the simplicity of add8i it is convenient to combine add8i ( twice) and weavei 
into one algorithm, addweavei, as shown in algorithm 55. We explicitly handle the 
eoe-marker in these algorithms. The type Leode corresponds to C8 U { eoc }. 

Algorithm 53 add8i 

eom 
add8i(IC ? Leode; IE ! Leode; F : Plicl): 
I[ 

i, f, Ie, lic : int; 
x : Leode; 
i:= 0; 
IC ? (Ie, lic); {IC-t =(iele, ielie)} 
{iele := Ie;} 
{ielie := F(Iic);} 
IE ! (Ie, F(lic)); {IE-t} 
do i:$ Ie--+ IC? (f, x); {ICï = (ie.P(i,ieê(i)))} 

{ieê :=x;} 
{ie.P := F(f);} 
IE! (F(f), x); {IEï = (id.P(i), idê(i))} 
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i := i + 1; 
od 

l I 
moe 

Algorithm 54 weavet 

com 
'( ?. d ?. d ,. d) weavet IC . LCO e; ID . LCO e; IE. LCO e : 

I[ 
f, g, lc, lie, ld, lid, te, td : int; 
x, y : Lcode; 
ne,nd,i : int{ dummy variables}; 
IC ? (lc, lie); {IC-1 = (iele, ic/ie)} 
ID ? (ld, lid); {ID-1 = (id1c, idlie)} 
{iele := lc + ld;} 
{ie/ie := lie + lid;} 
IE ! (lc + ld, lie + lid); {IE-I} 
IC ? (f, x); {Ic0 = (ic.P(O), icë(O))} 
ID? (g, y); {IDo = (id.P(O),idë(O))} 
te := Ca(f); 
td := Da(g); 
ne, nd, i := 0, 0, 0; 
{P(i)} 
do x =f:. eoc V y =f:. eoc --+ 

od 

if te < td --+ {ieê := x;} 
{ie.P := te;} 
IE! (te, x); {iei = (ie.P(i),ieë(i))} 
ne, i := ne + 1, i + 1; 
IC? (f, x); {ICnc = (ic.P(ne),icë(ne))} 
te:= Ca(f); 

D td < te --+ {ieê := y;} 
{ie.P := td;} 

fi 
{ P( i)} 

IE! (td, y); {iei = (ie.P(i),ieë(i))} 
nd, i := nd + 1, i + 1; 
ID? (g, y); {1Dnd = (id.P(nd),idë(nd))} 
td := Da(g); 
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11 
moe 

{ieê := eoc;} 
{ie.P := lic + lid;} 
IE ! (lic + lid, eoc); {i ei} 
{POST} 

Using property 43 and function 42, we see the equivalence between the latter function 
and this algorithm. 

P(i) = (ne = nc(i) 1\ f = ie.P(nc) 1\ te= Ca(f) 1\ x= ieê(ne))/\ 

nd = nd(i) 1\ g = id.P(nd) 1\ td = Da(g) 1\ y = idê(nd)) 

POST= (ne =I ie I= nc(i) 1\ nd =I id I= nd(i) 1\ ie= ie w id) 

• 
Algorithm 55 is the combination of two add8i functions and one weavei algorithm. In 
this algorithm, all dummy statements are removed. 

Algorithm 55 addweavei 

eom 
addweavei(Ic ? Leode; ID ? Leode; IE ! Leode; F: 'Pjicli G: 'Pjidj): 

I [ 
f, g, lc, lie, ld, lid, te, td : int; 
x, y : Leode; 
IC ? (lc, lie); 
ID ? (ld, lid); 
IE! (le+ld, F(lie) + G(lid)); 
IC ? (f, x); 
ID ? (g, y); 
te := Ca(F(f)); 
td := Da( G(g)); 
do x =f eoc V y =f eoc -+ 

if te < td -+ IE ! (te, x); 
IC ? (f, x); 
te:= Ca(F(f)); 

0 td <te-+ IE! (td, y); 
ID ? (g, y); 
td := Da(G(g)); 

fi 
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moe 
J I 

od 
IE ! (lic+ lid, eoc ); 
{POST} 

POST= (ie= w-chain(ie, F, id, G)) 

• 
The component cw[l, i], drawn in figure 6.1, indicates the relations between conweave 
and two subcomponents CW[i+I,2•1 and CW[I+I,2i+I], or type bresh8i (remember we're 
weaving 2L ebains). We start counting at cell 0, using cell -1 to perform a smooth 
operation. 

Algorithm 56 cw[l,i] 

l E [O .. L ), i E [0 .. 21): 

eom 
CW[I,iJ(IE ! Leode): 
sub 

CWC : CW[/+1 ,2i] 
cwd: CW[I+I,2i+I] 
cw : addweavei(IC,ID,IE,Fo[l,i], Fl[l,iJ)i 

moe 

eom 

bus 
[ 

] 
I [ 

J I 

. . 
CWC.Ie = CW .1Cj 
cwd.ie = cw .id; 
CW.Ie = tej 

CW[L,iJ(IE ! Leode): 
sub 

cwb : bresh8i(IE, Pi, N); 
bus 
[ 

cwb.ie =ie; 
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] 
I [ 

J I 
moe 

• 

IE 

bresh8i 

CW[i+1,2i} 

(a) CW[L,i], i E [0 .. 2L) (b) CW[i,i}l l E [O .. L ), i E [0 .. 21
) 

Figure 6.1: Graphical representation of CW[i,i]· 

·6.2 Communication behaviour 

For the processes in the previous section the CB's are: 

CB(bresh8(IE)) = (IE)Iiel+l 

CB( addweavei(IC, ID, IE, F, G)) = IC; ID; IE; 
. ((IC 1 ID); IE)Iicl+lidl 

The choice of (IC I ID) is made based on the last received values via IC and ID and in 
such a way that IC is selected exactly I ie I times. In the refinement of this CB we 
use the function eh, defined in definition 42. 
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CB( addweavei(IC, ID, IE, F, G)) = IC; ID; IE; 

({ IC ifch(#IE- 1) = 0 }· IE)Iicl+lidl 
1D if eh( #IE - 1) = 1 ' 

Here #IE denotes the number of preceding communications via channel IE. Hence, 
the expression (#IE-l) ranges from 0 to I ie I + I id I - 1. 
The combined processes contain no deadlock which is clear from the structure of the 
algorithms, because all pairs of communicating processes have matching CB's, the 
number of processes is finite, and no loops are possible in the channels, since the 
network is structured as a tree. 

6.3 Evaluation 

If we look at the number of 'cycles' a process runs, which is proportional to the length 
of the chain it produces, we see that for some 1, 0 :::; 1 < L, the number of cycles of all 
weave processes [1, i] together is I ÏC[O,OJ I +21 

- 1, which is approximately the length 
of the output chain. But the cell CWt is implemented on just one transputer, whereas 
there are 8 cells cw4 . These 8 transputers have an average load of 1/8, since cell CWt 

is the bottle-neck. In the next chapter we will attempt to get rid of this inefficiency. 
If we want an even faster implementation using the approach in this chapter, we have 
the following options, 

• Since the root transputer is a bottle-neck, we could separate the three algorithms 
add8 and weavei in the root of the tree, to increase its throughput, 

• Create a multi-root tree to increase throughput at the root, 

• Divide the incoming communications at the root transputerover more than one 
channel, to increase the available bandwidth of the root transputer. 
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Chapter 7 

Weaving with a systolic array 

7.0 Introduetion 

In this chapter, we treat two approaches to implement the operator weavei on a pipe
line of transputers. The first approach is to collect all processes cw1 with equal l in 
one transputer, and map the virtual channels on a physical channel. This results 
in a load-balanced system with high overhead, and therefore slow, implementation. 
Our second approach will he to simulate the behaviour of this first approach, while 
avoiding the overhead. 

7.1 Virtual channels mapped on physicallinks 

The number of links between two transputers is limited by hardware (in our system it 
is at most 3). Therefore weneed to map virtual channels on hardware links. Virtual 
channels are not supported in hardware yet. 
A general approach is considered first: the software implementation of virtual chan
nels. Therefore, we add a multiplexer/demultiplexer for every link, and two one-place 
buffers for every virtual channel. 
The basic idea is to perform at· most one communication over the physical link, 
filling the buffer at the receiving process's site. Next communications wait until 
an acknowledgement is received that the buffer is emptied. This acknowledgement is 
necessary: a second communication would notfit into the buffer, and would block the 
demultiplexer, simultaneously blocking all other virtual channels, possibly resulting 
in dead-lock. 
In total, this method involves per physicallink the addition of 

• 2 special one-bit buffer processors per virtual channel, 

• 6 interprocess channels per virtual channel (instead of 1 virtual channel), 
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mlw3 mlw2 mlw1 mlwo mlw_t 

.b. : lengthened Bresenham 
w : add8weavei 
§. : smooth 

Figure 7.0: List of processes for the mweave of 8 Bresenham lines (L - 3), using 
map link. 

• 2 multiplexer and 2 demultiplexer processes per physical channel. 

In figure 7.0, every blockcalled maplink contains 1 one-bit buffer for every connected 
process, a multiplexer, and a demultiplexer. Every communication over a virtual 
channel re sul ts in 

• 6 communications over a interprocess channel, 

• 2 communications over a physical link. 

The multiplexers use a select-statement, whose execution time is linear to the number 
of connected processes. Hence, this implementation introduces a high overhead. This 
is clearly visible in the results presented in chapter 8. The number of transputers we 
need to weave 2L lines is now decreased from 2L+I toL+ 2, but the overhead for the 
mapping of channels is immense. The number of communications increases with a 
factor 8. In the sequel, we discuss the communication behaviour of this network, and 
see how we can increase the efficiency. 
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CHN3 
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CHA2 

Q : lengthened Eresenham 
w : add8weavei 
§. smooth 

CHN2 

CHA1 

CHN1 CHN0_ 
1x ~ 2x w 1x w -CHA0 CHA-1 

mlwo 

Figure 7.1: List of processes for the mweave of 8 Eresenham lines (L - 3), using 
dedicated processes. 

7.2 A possible communication behaviour 

We derive a possible set of sequence fundions for a variant of the network in the 
previous section. The behaviour described by this set of sequence fundions will, in 
general, not be found when observing the processes, unless we introducesome demons 
who limit the freedom in the network. These demons delay all communications un
less that action would delay the overall computation. Acknowledgements of a specific 
channel are delayed until just before the next value on that channel is needed. This 
way, the acknowledgements become a kind of request. The information on a channel 
itself is delayed only during the initialization phase of the network. Consiclering the 
acknowledgements to he requests, there are two cases where the behaviour is not 
proper: during initialization, the requests are missing, and for every completely pro
cessed chain, one request is not answered. To fill these holes in the communication 
pattern, we change the behaviour of the network, performing a minor change: every 
weave process performs some extra communications; every request is answered, even 
if the communicated value is undefined, e.g., because a chain was already completely 
processed. These values are not used for the computation of the output chain. Fur
thermore, we introduce extra requests during initialization; These changes create the 
possibility to derive data-independent, proper systolic algorithm. 
Figure 7.1 illustrates the obtained result and shows the narnes of the channels. CHN 

communicates the chain codes and positions, and CHA carries the requests. 
Throughout this chapter, we use the following variables: 

number of control chains to weave 
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i ei for i E [O .. n) : control chains 
s := L:j;J I Îcj I : totallength of control chains 

21 Virtual channels are mapped on the physical link pair channel CHN 1 and acknow
ledgement channel CHA1_1 • The sequence functions for the channels are quite simple, 
since they do not contain any information stating from which virtual channel a com
munication originates. 

a(CHN1, i)= 2·i + 2L+2
- i+2 + 1- L + 1 for iE [O .. s + 21+1 

), 1 E [O .. L] 

a(CHA1, i)= 2-i + 2L+2
- 21+3 + 1- L + 1 for iE [O .. s + 21+2

), 1 E [-l..L) 

These sequence functions show the regular pattern of the communications. The func
tions chn1(i) expresses which virtual channel is communicating during the (i+ 1)th 
communication on the code channel CHN1 or acknowledgement channel CHA1. 

chn1(i) := cha1_1 (i) for iE [O .. s + i+1), 1 E [O .. L] 

cha1(i) :=i for iE [0 .. 21+1
),/ E [O .. L) 

cha1(i + 21+1
) := 2·chni(i) + ch(l,chnz(i)J(ncd(l, i, chn1(i))) 

for iE [O .. s1+1
), 1 E [O .. L), 

cha1(i) := 0 for iE [O .. s + 2), 1 = -1. 

where ncd( 1, i, j) is the number of preceding communications coricerning virtual chan
nel jat the (i+1)th communication at link CHA1, 

ncd(l, i,j) = (# k : k E [O .. i) : chn1(k) = j). 

The last function is the function chi1( i), which gives the chain code itself which is 
communicated over CHN1. If we compute a canonical chain, the simple equality 

holds. The general formula is 

chi1(i) = ÎC[f,chnz(i)j(ncd(l, i, chn1(i))). 

We continue with a few equations that give some insight in these formulae. These 
equations are easily verified using the definitions above. The relations 

a( CHNr, i) = a( CHA1-1, i) + 1 for i E (O .. s + 21+1) 

a( CHAi-1! i) = a( CHN1-t, i - 21
) for i E (21 

.. s + 21
) 
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are interpreted as: communication chn1(i) is an answer to the request cha1-1 (i), which 
occurs at the sametime as chn1_1(i- 21). 

The following equation justifies this interpretation: 

d(l 
. .h ( ') _ { nc(ncd(l- 1, k- 21

, chn1_1 (k- 21
))) + 1 

nc , z, c n1 z - 1 1 
nd(ncd(l- 1, k :-2, chni-I (k- 2 ))) + 1 

if chi(i) E IN 
if chi(i) fj. IN' 

which states that the answer to a request is the first code from a chain that may be 
needed next. 
The communication behaviour of the cells becomes 

CB(sysweavei) = (CHA1; CHNI+1)
21+

1
-

1; 

(CHA1j CHN1+1 1 CHA1-1); 

( CHA1, CHN1; CHNI+b CHA1-1 ) 8 +21
+

1
-

1 j 

CHA1, CHN1j CHN1+1 

The latency of the combined processes between first input and first output is 

hence, the latency is linear to the number of input chains. 
Algorithm 57 is derived from the functions above. It weaves 2L input chains, splitting 
and lengthening is omitted. Figure 7.2 and 7.3 illustrate the behaviour of these cells 
for 8 input chains. 

Variauts 

Minor improvements to this algorithm are 

• changes in the initialization and terminating statements, to reduce execution 
time. 

• it is possible to use the gaps in the communication pattem tostart the compu
tation of a following output chain. 

• a slight disadvantage of this systolic array is that we have a variabie length array 
(size L) with input at one side and output at the other side. In the computation 
of a canonical chain, it is possible to add a second channel CHB1 to invert the 
communication direction of the chain codes. 
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Algorithm 57 sysweavez1 

1 E [O .. L): 
com sysweavei1(CHN1+1 ? int; CHN1 ! int; CHA1-1 ? int; CHA1 ! int); 

moe 

I[ te, td : array [0 .. 21-1] of int; 

J I 

cc, cd : array [0 .. 21-1] of Lcode; 
fO, fl, i, Ie, ld, lic, lid, req, s : int; 
s := 0; 
i:= 0; 
do i < 21 

-+ CHN1+1 ? (Ie, lic); 
CHN1+1 ? (ld, lid); 

od 

CHN1 ! (lc+ld, (Fo[1,,1(lic)+ FI{l,i](lid))); 
s := s + Ie + ld; 
i := i + 1; 

{All communications at -1 clone} 
i:= 0; 
do i < 21 

-+ CHA1 ! 2·i; 

od 
i:= 0; 

CHN1+1 ? (fO,cc[i]); 
CHA1 ! 2·i + 1; 
CHN1+1 ? (fl,cd(i]); 
tc[i] := Ca(Fo[1,,1(f0)); 
td[i] := Da(Fl[1,iJ(fl)); 
i := i + 1; 

do i < s + 21+1 -+ CHA1-1 ? req; 

od 

if tc[req] < td[req] -+ 

CHN1 ! (tc[req], cc[req]); 
CHA1 ! (2 ·req); 
CHN1+1 ? (fO, cc[req]); 
tc[req] := Ca(Fo[1,iJ(fO)); 

D td[req] < tc[req] -+ 

fi 

CHN1 ! (td[req], cd[req]); 
CHA1 ! (2 ·req+l); 
CHN1+1 ? (fl, cd[req]); 
td[req] := Da(F1[1,iJ(fl)); 

i := i + 1; 
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eom sysweaveiL( CHN1 ! int; CHA1_1 ? int; ie : array [0 .. 2L-1] of ehain); 
I[ 

] I 
moe 

c : array [0 .. 2L-1] of int; 
i, req, s : int; 
s := 0; 
i:= 0; 
do i < 2L--+ CHN1! (I bi I, 11 bi 11); 

s := s + I bi I; 
c[i] := 0; 
i := i + 1; 

od 
{All communications at -1 clone} 
i:= 0; 
do i < s + 2L+1 --+ CHAL-1 ? req; 

od 

if c[req] <I ie[req] I --+ 

CHNL ! (ie.P(c[req]), ie[req](c[req])); 
c[req] := c[req] + 1; 

0 c[req] ~~ ie[req] I --+ 

CHNL! (11 ie[req] ll,eoc); 
fi 
i := i + 1; 

eom sysweavei_1 (CHN0 ? int; CHA_1 ! int); 
I [ 

] I 
moe 

f, i, Ie, lic : int; 
cc : Leode; 
CHN0 ? (lc, lic); 

{All communication at -1 clone} 
i:= 0; 
do i < lc+1 --+ CHA_1 ! 0; 

CHNo ? (f,cc); 
ie[o,oj(i) := (f,cc); {output chain} 
i := i + 1; 

od 
CHA_1 ! 0; {dummy} 
CHN0 ? (f,cc); {dummy} 
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Figure 7.2: Example of consecutive weaving of 8 ebains of length 2. 

• 
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Figure 7.3: Example communication pattem (see also figure 7.2). 
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Chapter 8 

Results 

In this chapter we show the results for the weaving of 2, 4, 8, or 16 control lines of 
equallength (100 codes). Figure 8.0 shows the execution time of three algorithms for 
these examples: 

• 'tree' (first implementation): implementation with the transputer network con
figured as a tree. This implementation uses 2L+l transputers. 

• 'virt.' (virtual channels): implementation with the tree network mapped on a 
sequence of transputers, using (de )multiplexers. This implementation uses only 
L + 2 transputers. 

• 'syst.' (systolic array): implementation as a systolic array as described in chap
ter 7. The number of transputers in use is also L + 2. 

The algorithms use the primitive functions functions F and Gas described insection 
2.0.0, and the chains are not smoothed, except in figure 8.4 (b ). 
Standard integers suffice for 2 control lines only, hence, the results for 2 control lines 
show the inefficiency of our longinteger implementation. For the other examples, the 
longinteger implementation is really needed. 
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2 control lines 4 control lines 8 control lines 16 control lines 
int re al long int re al long int re al long int re al long 

tree 0.03 0.07 2.63 0.03 0.04 5.68 0 .03 0.03 13.34 0.03 0.03 36.76 
virt. 0.27 0.28 4.29 0.49 0.49 9.15 0.66 0.67 20.51 1.01 1.01 55.83 
syst. 0.05 0.06 3.24 0.05 0.06 6.86 0.04 0.06 16.25 0.03 0.06 44.58 

Figure 8.0: Execution times of several algorithms, for three data-types and for 2, 4, 
8, or 16 control lines of equ'al length 100. Times are measured in 10-3 seconds per 
chain code in the output chain. Small printed numbers indicate that the algorithms 
fail to work due to an integer or real overflow. 

Po PI 

Figure 8.1: Consecutive weaving of 2 controllines: 
Po= (0, 0), PI = (100, 0), and p 2 = (100, 100). 

Po P3 

Figure 8.2: Consecutive weaving of 4 controllines: 
Po = (0, 0), PI = (50, 100), P2 = (150, 50), P3 = (50, 0), and P4 = (0, 100). 
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P1 .--____..:--+.....r-----l 
P0,4,s Pt 

P6 Ps 

Figure 8.3: Consecutive weaving of 8 control lines: 
Po= (0,0), Pt = (100,0), P2 ~ (100,100), P3 = (0,100), P4 = (0,0), Ps = (0,-100), 

P6 = ( -100, -100), P1 = ( -100, 0), and Ps = (0, 0). 
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P6 P3 P6 P3 

P1 P2 

P1s P10 P1s P10 

P14 P11 P14 Pn 

P13 P12 P13 P12 
(a) (b) 

Figure 8.4: Consecutive weaving of 16 controllines. (a) shows the unsmoothed result, 
and (b) shows the smoothed resul t ( using a scale factor 9). 

Po= (0, 0), P1 = (100, 0), P2.= (200, 100), P3 = (200, 200), P4 = (100, 300), 
Ps = (0, 300), P6 = ( -100, 200), P1 = ( -100, 100), Ps = (0, 0), P9 = (100, 0), 

P10 = (200, -100), Pn = (200, -200), P12 = (100, -300), P13 = (0, --,300), 
Pl4 = (-100,-200), P1s = (-100,-100), and p 16 = (0,0). 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions and future research 

In this report an implementation of a generalization of 'consecutive weaving' is given. 
A systolic array consisting of L + 2 cells weaves at most 2L input chains. This 
implementation is slower than the tree network, because the work per step is slightly 
increased. 
The algorithm obtained consists of a simple loop with a proper communication be
haviour. Allworkin this loop is hidden in the computatation of the primitivefunction. 
If this function is a polynomial, a fast implementation is almost guaranteed. If it is 
not, it becomes the main bottle-neck. Because the indices of the chain codes ( c.P) 
are larger near the root transputer of the (weaving) tree, the first transputer of the 
pipeline, remains the bottle-neck. Hence, the systolic array is still a good means to 
implement the recursive defined weave operator. 
There is one exception: in the definition of simweave, all primitive functions, except 
the ones at the deepest level in the tree, are trivial (identity functions ). If the com
putation of the primitive function at the lowest level takes considerable time, the 
distribution of the weave processes would he advantageous. 

9.0 Future research 

We believe that it is easily possible to generalize the distribution functions for 2nd 
and 3rd order Bézier curves [Wet91) with a similar approach, using the 'simultaneous 
weave' operator. 
lmprovements concerning efficient coding of the programs has not been performed. 
We considered the network more like a development system for systolic arrays, meant 
to he implemented in hardware, than as a target system. 
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